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　　Abst蝸枇s．The　mo1ecu1ar　f1e1d　treatrn．ent　of　the　propert1es　of皿agnet1ca11y

dユ1ute　ant1fe酎o卿agnet1c　crystals　are　g1v’en．The　syste蛆1s　composed　of　two

k1nd．s　of　magnet1c1ons　or　same　kinds　of　magnet1c1ons　w1th　d遭erent　env1ro－

nm．ent　and　1s　arranged　an組ferron1agnet1ca11y　a1ong　a　d1rect1on　a1ternate1y1n

1ow　temperature．Each　kmds　of　ant1ferromagnet1c1att1ces　are　agam　d一岬1d，ed－

mto　oppos1tely　dユrected－sub1att1ces．Trans1t1ons　from　ord－ered　ant1ferromagnet1c

ground　state　to　paramagnet1c　state1s　stud．1ed。．Suscept1b111ty▽ersus　temperature

cur▽e　abo▽e　the　N6e1　p01nt　鴫　11ke　that　of　ferr1Inagnet1cs．　Spec1丘c　heat

d．iscontm醐ty　are　co：mp雛ed　w1出Onsa．9鮒，s　resu1t．

1．　皿皿t亙⑪a胆ct五⑪皿

　　In　th1s　paper　the　theory　of　the　magnet1c　propert1es　of　an　a1temant　sp1n

systems　w1th　two　k1nd．s　of　ant1ferro皿agnet1c11near　cham　coup1ed．皿utua11y．

Many　co＝mpound．s　conta1n1ng　a1ow　dens1ty　of1ons　of1ron－group　trans1t1on

皿eta1s　exh1b1t　paramagnet1c　suscept1b111t1es1n　room　te㎜peratures．Measurements

1n1ow　temperatures，howe▽er，reYea1ed．the　existence　of　ordered．states　be1ow

a　cr1tica1tem．perat岨e．N6e11）showed　that　negat1v’e　exchange1nteract1ons　m

certa1n　structures　shou1d　g1∀e　r1se　to　a　cooperat1▽e　order1ng　of　1on1c　magnet1c

moments．　In　the　ordered　state　　the　rnagnet1c　1ons　are　so　a11gned　that　they

form．two　qr　皿ore　spontaneous1y　magnet1sed．and－1nterpenetrant　sub1att1ces

whose　magnet1sat1ons　are　d．1妊erent1y　or1ented．to　g1∀e　zero　resu1tant皿agnet1sa－

tion，so　that　the　order1ng　does　not　re∀ea11tse1f　d1rect1y　as1n　case　of　ferro

and　ferr1＝magnet1sm　In　recent　years　th1s　k1nd　of　ordermg　known　as　ant1ferro－

n1agnet1航n　has　been　a　great1ncrease　1n　nuエnber　of　nユatena1s，and　1t　1s　probab1y

the醐ost　kmds　of　magnet1c　order1n　the㎜agnet1ca11y　刮ute　compounds

conta1ning　1ons　of　the　iron・9roup　3d　trans1t1on　ser1es．　In　such　crysta1s　the

皿エa■gnet1c　1ons　are　separated　by　the　non＿nユagneむc1ons　such　as　oxygen，haユogen

or墨u1fur1ons．　Superexch＆皿9e　e妊ect　through　such　1nterve醐ng1ons　must　be
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responsible for the coupling between the magnetic ions. 

Suppose that a set of one kind of alternant spin array (A) forms the 

sublattice (A/, A"), The other kind of spins (B) forms sublattice (B/, ~"). 

The directions of magnetisation in these sublattices are assumed to be parallel 

or antipailallel to each other ; A/, A"' represent the lattice of positive direction 

and B/, B" that of negative direction. Examples of medels of crystal lattices 

of this type are shown in Fig. 1. Molecular field approximation is applied to 

determine the properties of such crystals 
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Fig. 1
 

(a) 

Examples of models of crystal lattice wrth 
sublattices. ' (a) corner and base-centered 
environment. (b) Oand orepresent two kinds 

envrronment 

2. The Molecular Field Models and 

(b) 

four antiferromagnetrc 

spins have differant 
of spins with different 

Curie Points 

At absolute zero all sublattices are saturated magnetically. A metal ion in 

each sublattice behaves according to the molecular field hypothesis as though 

it were acted upon by an effective field, representing its interaction with the 

ions on each sublattice. The molecular fields acting on lattices A/, A", B:/, 

E:'/ may be wrrtten 

HA oc MA +c~"MA,,+~ MB +~'･MB,,, 
HA" C~'/MA +c~ MA,,+~'･MB +~ MB 

HEf' ~/MA +~'/MA,,+T MB +T"M~,, (1) 
HB ~'･MA,,+~ MA,,+T'/M~. +T/MB,, 

where the Weiss field coefficients cY/, a'/, ~/, ~~, T/, T" are a measure of 

the strength of the exchange interaction between the spins of an ion of each 

sublattice. Thus, in the cases in which we are interested these values are 

negative (antiferromagnetic) . Yafet and Kittel2) discussed the possible types of 

magnetic ordering 0L ferrites by means of the molecular field treatment and 

showed that ferrimagnetic antiparallel arrangement, triangular arrangement and 

doubly antiferromagnetic arragement are possible ground state of spins, and 
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provided the magnetic ions are assumed to be distributed among the A and 

B sites of the spinel structure for 

~/ ~'/ n. -Let CA and CB denote the molal Curie constant for sublattice A and B. 

In the disordered state the magnetic moments are given by 

^' 2T rJ^ HB. . (2) M= [1=' ; M~f' 2T 
These are derived by taking the limiting behavior of the Brillouin function 

at very small arguments, because the magnetisations M's and therefore H's, 

are always small above the temperature. The vanishing of the characteristic 

determinant of the following four linear homogeneous equations yields the 

Curie points : 

c~IMA.+c~2MA,, MB MB,, (2T/~Cn)MA. 
c~2MA.+c~IMA,, MB. MB,, (2T/~Cn)MA,, 

MA MA,, + T I MB. + T 2M~,, (3) (2T//LCn) MB. 

MA MA,, + T 2M~. + T IMB,, (2T//LCn) M~,, 

where c~/ nc~l, c~"/ nc~2, T/ nT1, T"' nT~*, (c~l, c~2, T1, T2 are negatrve 

(antiferromagnetic) and CA. ~C, CB. -lLLC. 

The four solutions for Tc are : 

1
 Tcl 2 Cn/~(Ti T2) 

1
 Tc2 2 Cn~ (c~l c~2) (4) 
l
 Tc3 2 Cn{c~~+~/~~L(c~~ ~/L) 2+4~/~] } 

where cicl+c~2 2c~, T1+T2 2T. 

sign in Tc3 gives a negative value and must be rejected. Again, if The 
T1 T2 and c~l c~2, Tci ' Tc2 ' O, and Tc3 is leLt. This is the ordinary Curie 

temperature. Tcl and Tc2 are the antiferromagnetic Curie points of lattice 

E: and A, respectively. The type of ordering below upper Curie points among 

these is, ferrimagnetic for Tc3 and antiferromagnetic in the corresponding 

lattice for Tcl and 'rc2 . Yafet and Kittel examined the highest Tc among 

the solutions, depending on the ratio ~//~ and the molecular field coefficients, 

several cases occur. 

For the case a2T2>1, the upper Curie point is at either Tcl or Tc2 . Suppose 

it is at Tcl ' Then the B Iattice becomes ordered first. At Tc2 , the A Iattice 

which still sees no field from B, also becornes ordered antiferromagnetcally 

and no other transition occurs down to O'K, that is, the doubly antiferroma-
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gnetic arrangement is stable. Even for the case a2T2

arrangement is a possible case. The antiferromagnetic order, therefore, is 

assumed to be the ground state. 

3. Susceptibility above the Curie Ponnt 

The molecular field calculation also leads to expression for the paramagnetrc 

susceptibility above the Curie (N6el) temperature. Solving (3) for MA., MA,,, 

MB and MB,, mcludmg now the applied field H we can derive 1/)~ (MA. 
+MA,, +MB. +MB,, ) /H. By simple but lengthy algebra, the following expression 

for the inverse volume susceptibility (assuming that H is parallel to the 

prefered axis of the magnetisations of each sublattice) 

l T I a 
where the constants C, Xo , O and a are the following functions of the 

parameter of the theory n, oi, p, CA and CB (or ~, /L, C) , 

C CA +cB; e Cn~/~(1 c~ T) nCACB (1 c~ T) 

1 40 4 (~c~ + I~T) 1
 Cn2~/~ {~ (2c~-1) -/L (2T~'1) } 

o Cn~/L 
2
 

1/X versus T curve coincide with that of Lerrimagnetism. The significant 

point about this expression for X is that it shows a hyperbolic dependence 

on temperature and is convex above the Curie point. For T>>Tc the curve 

has an asymptote 
1
 ( - ) 

which is characteristic for two sublattice antiferromagnetism 

4. Magnetic Transitions at Tcl andTc2 

In the ordered state the exchange energy is simply the self-energy 0L the 

sublattices in their molecular fields, i. e. 

E ~~]Hi ･Mi n [c~lM2A.+c~2MA. ･ MA,, 
+ TiM2B. + T2MB. ･ MB,,] 

in the antiferromagnetic arrangements 

n [ (c~l -c~2) M2A + (TI T2) M2~ J (8) 
The magnetic contribution to the specific heat, therefore, noticing that the 

exchange energy is the magnetic part of the thermodynamic internal energy, 
i
s
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dd~MT'~~~~~~~A' - 2n(TI T")MB. (9) 
dT.. . 2n (.c~l c~2) MA. * dT . 

which is felated fo the' M zind the gradierit of the M v~fsuS T curve. Whe;n 

ever there is a strong variation of M with temperature a correspondingly high 

specific heat should be ex~ected. In particular sharp maxima in specific heat 

are expected 'near N6el points, Tcl and Tc2 . 

The l/X versus T curve is convex abo~e Tc2 . As the temperature is lowered 

below this, ordering will arise in the sublattices A/ and A// in the half 

numbers of magnetic ions. The other spins on B/ and B'/ are still in param-

agnetic state and contribute to the_ paramagnetic susceptibility. In addition to 

this susceptibility' of ordered state (Xi or' X// or powder susceptibility) of the 

half number of spins arise. The 1/X vs. T curve is continuous in this point 

but bent discontinuously. 

At the lower Curie point Tcl the whole spins will be in order and also the 

curve will be bent. The behavior is shown in Fig. 2. 

The above situations are based on the assumption that A and B antiferro-

magnetic lattices will arrange separately in different Curie point Tcl and Tc2 . 

Even when the_ B Iattice ,becorDo:es disordered, . we imagine that A Iattice can 

p~irsist ' S0lel'.y .'= c;rd~red:: ~t,ate," '.On th.e contrary,. when' .the ' -exchange. . interaction 

arD:ohg ' ' B Iattice "ions"' bottpled through the - A: Iattice ion~s, if the : B Iattice 

becomb disordered, ~th:e A lattic~ c~n not persist ordered state, - because even 

if - -th･~~" exchange inte~action " among A Iattice along a line antiferromagnetic 

linear chain cannot persist long-range order by Onsager's theory. 3) Hence, 

there will be no ordered state between Tcl a:nd Tc2 , and the inverse suscepti-

bility curve become straight. The slope is /1 / (~+/~) times that of the envelope 

in ' paramagnetic regiori. (if ~ - /~ the -slope is twice as large in the patamagnetic 

region) 

l
 
X
 

, / 
~tl ¥r 

O Tc2. - T 
Tc l 

Fig. 2. Expected l/ vs T curve. 

sublattice A and B orderedisep~rately 

,,･antiferromagnetrc lrnear cham 
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In the case where A and ~ sublattices can preserve order separately, two 

peaks of specific heat must be observed. In the linear chain model, only one 

specific heat ma-y be possible correspondinba the lower Curie point Tcl ' 

For different Weiss coefficient ~/, ~'/, the f,our solutions for Tc are compli･-

cated expresions containing six parameters. Tcl and Tc2 will be modefied. 

Molecular field models represent a first order approximation to the calculation 

of the equilibrium properties of an ordered magnetic crystal, and give rough 

order for the Curie temperature. 

5. Cornparison with Experimertt 

Only few examples are known fGr the doubly antiferrornagnetic crystals. 

Such a crystal was first foun'd in the paramagnetic resonance experiment. 

CuS04. 5H204)5) and Mn (COOH) 2. 2H206) crystal is c.onsidered to behave 

as an isolated linear chain in the liqui,d helium tem,perature. Specific heats 

and susceptibilities are measured also i,n CuS04. 5H20 and CuSe04. 5H_20. 

The re~sults are considered to coincide qualitatively with the 1/X vs. T curve. 

The discontinuity in the specific heat expected at the Ne61 point by the 

molecular Lield a.p'proximation differs with experim,'ent. Th-*_ Tnagnetic contrib,u-

tion does not Lal,1 i,mm~idiatel,y to z~ro as the temperatute i,ncr~a~e~ through 

t.he; Ne61 poin,t. There is a, distinct tai,Is~ whi,ch di_*apip --ar slowly with tempera-

ture. Below the N6el poiht the specific hea.t will~ varies more rapidly than the 

molecular field model predicts. For these short-range order effect, advanced 

statistical approximations are needed-. 

SpeciLic hea.t peak arise only below O . OloK. The result also seams to assert 

the presence of linear chain. The specific heat curve has a broad maximum 

which correspond to t-he Onsager's result. Onsager showed that the li.near 

lattice with Ising interactions can not have long-range order and only short.-

range order can exist. The specific curve may be expected. But the specific 

heat peak can not be expected L0r the two-dimentional Ising crystals. It may 

correspond to Tcl Cu2+ ions with spin S ~ well correspond to the Ising 

model. But in these ciystals, the magnetic ions are seqarated by many nonma-

gnetic ions and the the exchange interactions are very week. The ordered 

state will occur near O'K. Recently, doubly antiferromagnetic crystal is expected 

in Cr2F5. This crystal is not so magnetically dilute and higher Curie temper-

ature is expected. The crystal will have the partial order in relatively higher 

temperatures. Many data is hoped for the expected doubly antiferromagnetic 

crystals. 

The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor E. Asami for his 

continual encouragement. 
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